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MITRE SAW WITH TOP TABLE M-SAW TT305UTX

€545,45 (excl. VAT)

De TT305UTX offers all the features of the TT305UTC, but it distinguishes itself through the silent 1600 W
induction motor, which requires no maintenance (which is a big advantage over the carbon brush motor

in the smaller models) and the very spacious top table with guide, which allows for longitudinal cutting as
well.

SKU: 0MS305BTSX
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The TT305UTX is the flagship of our range of mitre saws. It offers all the features of the TT305UTC, but it
distinguishes itself through the silent 1600 W induction motor, which requires no maintenance (which is a big

advantage over the carbon brush motor in the smaller models) and the very spacious top table with guide,
which allows for longitudinal cutting as well. It is equipped with an electric brake and anti-reset function. Its

compactness makes it particularly convenient to take with you when working on the move.

The use of ball bearings on all joints ensures precise rotation of the table, head and tilting system. The compact
saw has a die-cast aluminum body, a spacious, easily adjustable top table with robust guide and a clear mitre
indicator. The silent, maintenance-free 1600 W induction motor delivers high torque and is positioned at the
rear, giving the saw a large cutting height (up to 50 mm). The saw blade has a diameter of 305 mm and 60

teeth.
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The TT305UTX is further equipped with an ergonomic vertical D-handle, which ensures that the up and down
movement is performed from the wrist rather than the shoulder. An added benefit of this handle is that it can

be used with both the left and right hand.

 

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Quiet, maintenance-free 1600 W induction motor delivers 30% more power and is 40% quieter
305 mm saw blade with 60 teeth

Large cutting height (up to 50 mm) due to the rear-mounted motor
Large and easily adjustable top table with robust guide

Electric brake and anti-reset function
Clear mitre indicator

Die-cast aluminum body
Ball bearings on all joints ensure precise rotation of the table, head and tilting system

Ergonomic D-handle reduces shoulder strain and can be used with both the left and right hand

DESCRIPTION

The TT305UTX is the flagship of our range of mitre saws. It offers all the features of the TT305UTC, but it
distinguishes itself through the silent 1600 W induction motor, which requires no maintenance (which is a big

advantage over the carbon brush motor in the smaller models) and the very spacious top table with guide,
which allows for longitudinal cutting as well. It is equipped with an electric brake and anti-reset function. Its
compactness makes it particularly convenient to take with you when working on the move. The use of ball

bearings on all joints ensures precise rotation of the table, head and tilting system. The compact saw has a die-
cast aluminum body, a spacious, easily adjustable top table with robust guide and a clear mitre indicator. The
silent, maintenance-free 1600 W induction motor delivers high torque and is positioned at the rear, giving the

saw a large cutting height (up to 50 mm). The saw blade has a diameter of 305 mm and 60 teeth. The
TT305UTX is further equipped with an ergonomic vertical D-handle, which ensures that the up and down

movement is performed from the wrist rather than the shoulder. An added benefit of this handle is that it can
be used with both the left and right hand.  

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 25 kg

Dimensions 560 × 560 × 500 cm

Max. cutting thickness 50 mm

Input Power 1600 W

Cut 0° x 0° 170 x 90 mm

Cut 0° x 45° 105 x 90 mm

Cut 45° x 0° 170 x 60 mm

Cut 45° x 45° 55 x 55 mm

Diameter sawblade 305mm


